You never get a second chance to make a great first impression. That’s why MAXIMA™ Entry Doors are thoughtfully designed with enhanced details to greet you and your guests with classic elegance and style.

For more than 65 years, Norandex has led the way in delivering the highest quality building materials, and MAXIMA™ Entry Doors are no exception.
Our products are built with quality and lasting value to protect your home, so you can continue creating memories and spend time enjoying life.
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY & YOUR VALUABLES with steel-edge doors

Steel-edge doors offer additional strength and a higher security rating. The edges of the door are constructed of steel and there are no wood edges to rot, warp, split or bow.

Our steel-edge doors receive the highest rating possible in the industry’s toughest forced entry test. A steel-edge door must withstand the force beyond 7 hits from a 100 pound test weight to achieve a Grade 40 rating.

TOUGH ENOUGH TO WITHSTAND THE ELEMENTS

Not only do our exterior doors enhance your home’s curb appeal, they are also tough enough to withstand the elements and strong enough to keep your home safe and secure.

Storm doors provide an additional layer of protection to deter intruders from breaking into your home.
BUILT FOR LASTING VALUE

Your new exterior door is an important investment for your home. Providing you with a product built for lasting value and performance is something we feel strongly about.

We select our door components knowing it is important to provide you with long-lasting products. We use American-made products to help make this possible.

Our exterior door warranty will give you comfort in knowing you have the protection you need, in case any issues arise.

Fire-rated doors, KEEPING YOUR FAMILY SAFE

Steel fire-rated doors help control the spread of fire and minimize property damage. Our steel doors are tested to perform in fire rated applications, up to 90 minutes.

Reinforced lock area provides ENHANCED SECURITY

COMPOSITE LOCK BLOCK - Provides secure mounting of door hardware and better structural integrity. The reinforced lock area offers more screw-holding power than wood.

SECURITY REINFORCEMENT PLATE - Attaches behind the jamb for additional security. Standard on all doors with deadbolt prep.

MULTI-POINT LOCKING SYSTEM - Adds greater security and stability to your home. Three solid bolts engage when the door is closed, fighting deflection at all times.
BUILT FOR LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE

Protect your home against the heat and cold with an ENERGY-EFFICIENT door

The components of our exterior door system are engineered to work together creating a tight weather-seal. Both steel and fiberglass doors are fully insulated with an inner core of polyurethane foam, which provides superior thermal performance and greater energy efficiency.

You’ll save on energy costs for years to come, many of our products have been certified in meeting ENERGY STAR qualifications.

LOW MAINTENANCE

We design our entrance systems with America’s homeowners in mind. Spend your time enjoying life and count on us to help protect your home with durable, low-maintenance door components that will provide years of worry-free performance.

Our doors are engineered to provide years of trouble-free, energy-efficient service.
We meld beauty with quality craftsmanship to eliminate cold drafts, resist rotting, deter security threats and more.

**ADJUSTABLE HINGE PLATE**

helps to form a tight weather-seal

- Allows the homeowner to easily adjust the door with a screwdriver without removing it from the frame
- Adjustments are easily made to correct misalignment from seasonal weather changes
- Improper alignment could cause the weatherstrip seal to break, allowing outside air to enter or heat to escape
- Located inside the door at each hinge
- Available on most doors; look for the adjust it symbol

**DURABLE CONSTRUCTION**

We use only top-quality materials for years of trouble-free, energy-efficient service.

Fiberglass doors will not rot, splinter or warp like wood, and won’t dent or delaminate.

Steel doors are constructed with hot-dipped galvanized steel for rust protection and superior durability.

**AUTO-ADJUSTING SILL**

No adjustments. No service calls.

The industry-leading Z-Articulating Cap Sill™ is an auto-adjusting sill and built-in sealing system that redefines what your door system can do for you.

- Automatically adjusts to an entry door’s changing needs over time; eliminating service calls
- Delivers nonstop, unmatched protection against air and water infiltration
- Saves money and provides a smarter door experience
Give your home the grand entrance it deserves with **DOUBLE DOORS**

Stop fearing French doors, and start experiencing what smarter installations, smarter performance and smarter savings can do for you. Adding a double door to your front entrance will give your home a uniquely impressive look and twice the opening space.

Endura™ astragal solutions work together to deliver a smarter door experience for everyone, every time. Auto-performance, lasting sealing power and ongoing savings come standard on all French double doors.

**SMARter SEALING: MULTI-POINT ASTRAGAL**

- Floating Boot auto-seals, fighting infiltration regardless of drill hole depth.
- Activating the Flip Lever with a single-motion provides easy system sealing - no reaching or bending.
- Three secure sealing points protect against infiltration and fight deflection.
- MPA works with most standard deadbolt packages for enhanced savings.

Choose a door that fits within the style and proportion of your home.
The type of doors you choose for your home can make a big difference in the way you live.

**OPEN WIDER with 4 foot wide steel doors**

Wider openings allow for small equipment, motorcycles, lawn mowers and other large items to pass through without requiring an overhead or double door.

The 4/0 wide by 6/8 high, 22-gauge steel door, is ideal for agricultural buildings, yard barns, garage service entrances and ADA applications.

The flush door slab features a wood-edge with a composite bottom rail.

Create a striking entrance with **OVERSIZED DOORS**

These unique, 3/6 wide x 8/0 high, Timbergrain fiberglass doors feature a square top design that suits any traditional architecture.

The eye-catching Cherry grain will make a great first impression for years to come. The addition of sidelites or an overhead transom can provide more natural light in the foyer.

Connect your indoor and outdoor living spaces with **PATIO DOORS**

Swing patio doors are an elegant choice that will provide more natural light into your home. This gateway to your outdoor space will allow you to be more in touch with the great outdoors.

- Available in any door surface and glass type
- Add a stationary unit on both sides of the operating door for extra wide openings
- Multiple hinging options and sizes available
- Add a sliding screen to bring fresh air into your home
Titan Overhead Door Frames are designed to match the profile and finish of our clad exterior door frames.

Titan Overhead Door Frames are resistant to rot, mold, mildew and insects. The durable .092" thick extruded clad frames are low maintenance and provide superior curb appeal to your home.

Titan frames are available for new construction or retro-fit openings.

TRIM OPTIONS Brickmould Nosing (a), Narrowline Nosing (b), Flat Casing (c), Accessory Brickmould (d), Cap (e), Outswing Clad (f), Remodeler Clad (g)

Add value to your home with a new, energy-efficient Professional Remodeler Door. This entrance system features a top quality steel door panel pre-hung into a steel frame, for rust protection and superior durability.

The door panel is constructed of 22-gauge hot-dipped galvanized steel, in your choice of smooth or stainable steel. Personalize your door with your choice of glass and panel style.
EXPLORE DIFFERENT OPTIONS & bring your vision to life. BEFORE ➔ AFTER

USE OUR INTERACTIVE VISUALIZER to start designing your home.

Enjoy exploring different combinations of glass, door styles, hardware, and other details until you have one that’s perfect for your house.

Upload a picture of your home or select a sample image to create your vision.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE.
Sometimes it’s the smallest details that leave the most lasting impressions. Let us help you create your dream entryway leaving no detail forgotten. Create an entry that accentuates your personal style.

Refer to the online visualizer for the complete offering.

CHOOSE YOUR CONFIGURATION – PAGE 24

Choose between a single door or double door, and whether you want sidelites or an overhead transom.

CHOOSE YOUR DOOR STYLE – PAGE 26

Control the level of privacy or natural light you desire through your door style selection.

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.
Our timeless designs create curb appeal, offer privacy, and personalize your home.

Over 70 factory-applied finish options to coordinate with your home’s exterior and interior design.

Protect your home with durable, low-maintenance door frames and trim options.

Create the perfect look fusing style and security by choosing the right hardware for your door.

Choose a finish that complements the design of your door and surrounding décor.

Add a storm door to help insulate or ventilate your home and provide an extra measure of security.

Use our online home visualizer to create your vision, then contact a sales rep to quote/order your door.
CHOOSE YOUR DOOR SURFACE

Choose from our various steel or fiberglass door collections to provide maximum protection and curb appeal for your home. A wide range of styles and textures are available to meet your architectural style or design needs.

STEEL ENTRY DOORS

PEACE OF MIND
- Steel doors are engineered for strength and durability, and provide maximum security.
- Fire-rated steel doors help provide protection during a fire.
- Composite lock block provides secure mounting of door hardware.

STRENGTH & DURABILITY
- Full steel-edge perimeter provides additional strength and a Grade 40 security rating.
- Hot-dipped galvanized steel provides superior durability, won’t crack or warp.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE
- Fully insulated with an inner core of polyurethane foam for more energy efficiency than wood doors and meets ENERGY STAR requirements.
- Adjustable hinge plate system allows for easy adjustment and alignment for a tight weather-seal.

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.
Steel and fiberglass doors come in a range of panel and sidelite designs to complement any home style.

FIBERGLASS ENTRY DOORS

DURABILITY

• Fiberglass entry doors are strong and won’t crack, dent or warp.
• Tough enough to withstand the elements and ideal for harsh or humid climates.
• Adjustable hinge plate system allows for easy adjustment and alignment for a tight weather-seal.

BEAUTY & STRENGTH

• Replicates the authentic look and texture of real wood doors with the inclusion of deeper shadow lines in the door panel.

STYLES & OPTIONS

• Choose from smooth fiberglass or a wood grain texture, with a variety of stain or paint finish colors to select from.
• Available wood grain textures: Cherry, Mahogany, Fir, Oak, Knotty Alder

ENERGY PERFORMANCE

• Advanced polyurethane foam core enhances sound proofing and has insulation properties that meet or exceed 4 times that of wood doors.
• Manufactured to meet the requirements of ENERGY STAR.

CHOOSE DOOR SURFACE
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ENERGY SAVINGS & CURB APPEAL AT A VALUE

Enhance your curb appeal and add value to your home with a steel entrance system. Add the finishing touch with a factory-applied paint finish, which is available in many colors to match your home’s décor.

- Designed for strength, security and durability
- 24-gauge steel for rust protection and durability
- Full steel-edge perimeter offers additional strength
- Resists denting, cracking, splitting, warping and twisting
- Fire rated up to 90 minutes
- 10-year limited warranty
THE DURABLE STRENGTH PROVIDES MAXIMUM SECURITY

Smooth steel doors are designed for strength, security and durability. This premium, insulated door system is constructed with a full steel-edge perimeter and offers a higher security rating.

- 22-gauge steel for rust protection and durability
- Full steel-edge perimeter offers additional strength
- Resists denting, cracking, splitting, warping and twisting
- Adjustable hinge plate system
- Fire rated up to 90 minutes
- Limited lifetime warranty
Trugrain doors combine the natural, timeless look of wood with the strength of steel. These doors are constructed of 22-gauge steel with a durable polyester coating, creating a realistic wood grain appearance.

- Ready to install and provides low maintenance benefits
- Full steel-edge perimeter offers additional strength
- Complete your look with matching vinyl-coated Dura-Tech FX™ wood jambs
- Ideal for light commercial and multi-family applications
- Fire rated up to 90 minutes
- Adjustable hinge plate system
- 10-year limited warranty

**BEAUTY OF WOOD + STRENGTH OF STEEL**

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.
Stainable steel doors are constructed with architecturally-correct stiles and rails, with a deeply embossed Oak wood grain surface that is enhanced through the staining process. Enjoy the beauty of wood with the features and benefits of steel.

- Deep grain embossment gives a realistic wood appearance
- 22-gauge steel for rust protection and durability
- Full steel-edge perimeter offers additional strength
- Resists denting, cracking, splitting, warping and twisting
- Adjustable hinge plate system
- Fire rated up to 90 minutes
- Limited lifetime warranty
SLEEK LINES GIVE YOUR ENTRYWAY AN AURA OF ELEGANCE

Timberline smooth fiberglass doors are contemporary in style. They are designed with energy and thermal performance in mind, while providing depth and dimension to your entryway.

- Full-length composite stiles and rails provide protection against water infiltration, mold, and insects
- Resists cracking, splitting, twisting and warping
- Will not rot, splinter or warp like wood, and won’t dent or delaminate
- Engineered to withstand everyday use, and all surfaces are easy to clean
- 25-year limited warranty
MODERN DESIGN PROVIDING MAXIMUM PROTECTION

Combine the finest in function and style with a Novus smooth fiberglass entrance door. This collection is simple and stylish, with clean lines and minimal detail, to create a modern level of elegance to your home’s entrance.

- The crisp edge embossments add the right amount of detail
- Full-length engineered hinge and lock stiles with a rot-resistant edge
- Composite top and bottom rails
- Resists cracking, splitting, twisting and warping
- Adjustable hinge plate system
- Lifetime limited warranty
REPLICATES THE LOOK & TEXTURE OF REAL OAK WOOD DOORS

Dressed in a rich oak grain texture, Timberline textured fiberglass doors give you the classic wood appearance without the fragility of wood in its natural form.

• Constructed of woodgrain fiberglass reinforced skins that are engineered to last
• Full-length composite stiles and rails provide protection against water infiltration, mold, and insects
• Resists cracking, splitting, twisting and warping
• Will not rot, splinter or warp like wood, and won’t dent or delaminate
• Engineered to withstand everyday use and is unaffected by moisture and humidity
• Lifetime limited warranty
REPLICATES THE LOOK & TEXTURE OF REAL WOOD DOORS

Timbergrain fiberglass entrance doors offer the warmth of wood and its natural characteristics in five different species: Knotty Alder, Mahogany, Cherry, Fir, and Oak.

- Constructed of high resolution grained fiberglass skins that offer deeper shadow lines in the panels
- Full-length engineered hinge and lock stiles with a rot-resistant edge
- Composite top and bottom rails
- Resists cracking, splitting, twisting and warping
- Simulated divided lites in various patterns
- Adjustable hinge plate system
- Lifetime limited warranty
A well-designed front entry door can provide curb appeal and add value to any home. Choose between a single door or double door, and whether you want sidelites or an overhead transom.

**SINGLE ENTRY**

- SINGLE ENTRY
- SINGLE ENTRY, RECTANGULAR TRANSOM
- SINGLE ENTRY, HALF ROUND TRANSOM

**THINGS TO CONSIDER**

**NATURAL LIGHT** – If you have a solid panel door, consider adding a sidelite or two for more light in your foyer.

**PRIVACY** – Overhead transoms bring in more natural light without sacrificing your privacy.

**HOME SIZE** – Single entry doors suit smaller homes, while double doors suit larger homes with ample entrance hall space. Adding a sidelite or two can give the illusion of having a larger entryway.

**HOME STYLE** – Complement the style of your home by coordinating your entryway and window designs.

**SINGLE ENTRY WITH 1 SIDELITE**

- SINGLE ENTRY, LEFT SIDELITE
- SINGLE ENTRY, RIGHT SIDELITE
- SINGLE ENTRY, SIDELITE, AND RECTANGULAR TRANSOM
- SINGLE ENTRY, SIDELITE, AND HALF ROUND TRANSOM
- SINGLE ENTRY, SIDELITE, AND ELLIPTICAL TRANSOM
Choose a door configuration that fits the style and proportion of your home.
CHOOSE YOUR DOOR STYLE

Choose a door style that complements the design of your home; we offer many different styles to suit nearly any architectural style. When choosing a door style, think about the level of privacy or natural light you desire.

PANEL STYLES – NO GLASS

NOTE: Panel styles may not be available in all door surfaces or glass styles. Refer to the online visualizer for the complete offering.
PANEL STYLES with GLASS

FULL LITE
FULL OVAL LITE
HALF LITE, FLUSH PANEL
HALF LITE, 1-PANEL
HALF LITE, 2-PANEL
HALF LITE, 1-PANEL PLANK
HALF LITE, 2-PANEL
ROUND TOP
HALF LITE, 2-PANEL
HALF TWIN LITE, 2-PANEL

3/4 LITE, 1-PANEL
3/4 LITE, 1-PANEL PLANK
3/4 CAMBER LITE, 1-PANEL
3/4 CAMBER LITE, 2-PANEL
OVAL LITE, 2-PANEL ARCH TOP
OVAL LITE, 2-PANEL
3/4 LITE, 2-PANEL
3/4 CAMBER LITE, 3-PANEL
OVAL LITE, 3-PANEL EYEBROW TOP

OVAL LITE, 3-PANEL PREMIUM
3/4 TWIN LITE, 2-PANEL
CENTER LITE, 3-PANEL
CENTER ARCH LITE, 7-PANEL
OFFSET VERTICAL LITE, 5-GROOVE PANEL
OFFSET VERTICAL LITE
FULL TWIN LITE
5-HORIZONTAL LITES
3-VERTICAL LITES, SET DIAGONALLY

SQUARE TOP LITE
3-VERTICAL SQUARE LITES
DIAGONAL TOP LITE
3-VERTICAL DIAGONAL LITES
HORIZONTAL TOP LITE
4-HORIZONTAL RECTANGULAR LITES
3-VERTICAL TOP LITES
3-VERTICAL TOP LITES
3-HORIZONTAL LITES, SET DIAGONALLY

CAMBER TOP LITE, 4-PANEL
HALF ROUND TOP LITE, 4-PANEL
TWIN TOP LITES, 4-PANEL
1/4 LITE, COTTAGE PANEL
1/4 LITE, 3-PANEL
1/4 LITE, 2-PANEL SHAKER
1/4 LITE, 2-PANEL CRAFTSMAN FIBERGLASS
1/4 LITE, 2-PANEL CRAFTSMAN STEEL
HOME. IT’S NOT JUST WHERE THE HEART IS, IT’S WHERE LIFE HAPPENS.
CHOOSE YOUR GLASS STYLE

Each piece of handcrafted glass is unique, just like you. We offer a wide collection of aesthetic elements with various privacy levels to choose from.
Spotlights™ Doorglass

Spotlights is offered in five doorglass sizes and six glass options to give you flexibility to create a unique look that complements the architecture of your home.

NOTE: Other configurations, plus custom options available.

Privacy Rating: 9 (Cubed, Frosted); 8 (Circuit); 5 (Chain Link); 0 (Clear, Clear Low-E)
Bring an unique perspective to your home with one of these eight minimalist doorglass designs. Textured and patterned styles offer privacy while still providing light and distinction.

**Privacy Rating:** 9 (Blanca, Geo-Tex, Rain, Micro-Granite, Streamed); 8 (Cumulus, Mosaic); 6 (Vapor)
CYPRESS

Cypress doorglass helps communicate your design panache and your home’s Contemporary aesthetic. Sweeping floral patterns and rich glass textures create a beautiful entryway that leaves a lasting impression.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevels, Iced Granite Glass, Streamed Glass, Clear Renaissance Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 7
Solitude appeals to your appreciation for both striking and subtle design. Geometric grids, beveled prisms, and a nickel finish give your entryway a Contemporary and quiet elegance. Solitude has a medium-low privacy level.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevels, Clear Renaissance Glass, Gray Renaissance Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 3

**Caming:** Nickel
**OASIS**

Oasis is a simple and refreshing door-glass with its delicate lines. The V-groove design adds an attractive artistic touch to your entryway. Oasis is available with right and left hand designs to allow for double door configurations.

**Glass Details:** Sandblasted Glass with V-groove lines

**Privacy Rating:** 9
Glass Details: Thermoformed Glass, featuring multi-leveled stripes

Privacy Rating: 7

This multi-leveled textured glass was inspired by brick and stone finishes to deliver a bolder, edgier look to your entrance way. Glacier is a strong and contemporary imprint that will look great in the most natural of décors.
ARIA

The Aria design provides the privacy you want while incorporating thin stripes of clear glass. Its double-printed surface creates a pleasing impression of gentle movement. This doorglass will bring life to an Eclectic or Modern entrance.

Glass Details: Silkscreened Glass, featuring Sandblasted ink finish and Clear Glass

Privacy Rating: 7
**GREENFIELD**

Soft earth tones and geometric-patterned glass create a subtle and warm welcome to your home. The oil-rubbed bronze caming reinforces Greenfield’s handcrafted Craftsman design.

**Glass Details:** Pale Amber Soft Wave Glass, Olive Soft Wave Glass, Thin Reed Glass, Small Hammered Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 7

**Caming:** Oil-Rubbed Bronze
If you appreciate attention to detail, you will like Topaz’s subtle pops of color, focal bevel cluster, and patina caming. These ‘jewels’ combine to create a Craftsman-style doorglass that adds beauty to your home’s front entry.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevel, Bronze Soft Wave Glass, Micro-Granite Glass, Thin Reed Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 9

**Caming:** Patina
MADISON

The Craftsman-inspired design of Madison’s geometric pattern and its nickel vein wrought iron finish will fit the surrounding landscape of your home and complement the special touches you have given it. Provides a high level of privacy.

Glass Details: Micro-Cubed Glass

Privacy Rating: 9

Caming: Nickel Vein Wrought Iron
MONTEREY

Monterey offers Craftsman design elements and a bit of modern style to your home’s entrance. Clear bevels provide visibility, yet the translucent, textured glass offers a medium-high privacy level.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevels on Squares, Granite Glass, Micro-Granite Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 7

**Caming:** Patina and Satin Nickel caming
When you think Craftsman style, you’re thinking Heartland. A patina caming and handcrafted, textured glass create a striking geometric pattern reminiscent of Arts and Crafts design. Four glass textures create a bright entryway.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevels, Crinkle Glass, Thin Reed Glass, Seedy Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 5

**Caming:** Patina
MARTIEL

Your design sophistication and love of all things European make Martiel the fitting choice for your home. An elegant arrangement of clear bevels, textures, and patina caming define the styling of our Old World Collection.

**Glass Details:** Clear Renaissance Glass, Clear Bevels, Arctic Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 4

**Caming:** Patina
**CAMBRIA**

Cambria is a stylistically forward doorglass choice, with characteristics of European architecture and Old World styling. Black chrome caming softly curves throughout a textured glass surface accented with clear bevel clusters.

**Glass Details:** Granite Glass, Clear Bevel Clusters, Eaton Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 5

**Caming:** Black Chrome
MEDALLIA

An elegant scrolled medallion pattern takes center stage in our Old World Collection’s Medallia. Gray-toned accents and patina caming define the simple yet striking design. Textured glass offers a medium-high level of privacy.

**Glass Details:** Clear Soft Wave Glass, Granite Glass, Gray Soft Wave Glass, Micro-Granite Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 8

**Caming:** Patina
Create a remarkable entryway with our Montero doorglass. The play of textures created by the perpendicular lines and shapes results in a unique combination of modern and retro styles. Montero offers a medium privacy level.

**Glass Details:** Masterline Glass, 1" aluminum bar, Perforated 1-1/2" aluminum bar, Wide Reed Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 5

**Caming:** Zinc
BARCELLO

A piece of aluminum is incorporated into the Barcello stain glass design, giving it an industrial look. This design is a bold representation of the modern movement in a stylish way. Barcello offers a medium level of privacy.

Glass Details: Pale Grey Waterglass, Rain-B Glass, Perforated 1-1/2" aluminum bar

Privacy Rating: 6

Caming: Zinc
MOHAVE

Shades of the desert accent your home’s entrance door. A blend of amber, bronze, and gray shades and a mix of translucent, clear, and textured glass make a truly Eclectic statement. Mohave features an oil-rubbed bronze caming.


Privacy Rating: 7

Caming: Oil-Rubbed Bronze
CANTEBERRY

Canteberry flows into floral-inspired bevel clusters, defined with a patina caming finish. This doorglass creates a bright and Classic entrance to your home. Canteberry offers a medium level of privacy.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevel Clusters, Hammered Glass, Ripple Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 5

**Caming:** Patina
BROWNSTONE

Stylish Brownstone can be elegantly integrated into the architectural styles of another era or matched with the simple, sleek lines of today. Beveling is the hallmark of this refined design. Offers a medium level of privacy.

**Glass Details:** Chinchilla Glass, Beveled Clear Glass, Niagara Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 6

**Caming:** Patina
HARRISON

Harrison places a brilliant bevel cluster at its center and frames it with a Classic translucent beveled glass design. Complement your home’s décor with a choice of patina, nickel, or brass finish. Harrison offers a medium privacy level.

Glass Details: Clear Bevel Clusters, Glue Chip Glass, Clear Bevels

Privacy Rating: 6

Caming: Brass, Nickel or Patina caming
REGENCY

The value you place on history makes Regency your perfect choice. Its deeply cut beveled glass and satin nickel or brass finish create a Classic design that endures, just like the family treasures that lie within your home.

**Glass Details:** Clear Bevel Clusters, Granite Glass, Glue Chip Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 6

**Caming:** Brass or Satin Nickel caming
OXFORD

Oxford’s formal pattern of beveled glass, accented with gray shades, is the epitome of Classic design. Choices of patina, nickel, and brass caming complement your door’s hardware. Oxford provides a medium level of privacy.

**Glass Details:** Glue Chip Bevels, Glue Chip Glass, Gray Soft Wave Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 6

**Caming:** Brass or Nickel
The simplicity of Trace’s styling creates a Classic and delicate touch to your home’s entrance door. The translucent glass is softly etched to provide you with the higher level of privacy you desire. It’s ideal for a traditionally designed home.

**Glass Details:** Light Gray Silkscreen, Clear Glass

**Privacy Rating:** 8
SEVILLE

This stylish Seville glass is a new take on a classic look. Its camber top and crown of beveled diamonds gives it a majestic look with a subtle charm that echoes the warmth and sophisticated architectural style of bygone days.

Glass Details: Chinchilla Glass, Beveled Clear Glass, Diamond Glass

Privacy Rating: 8

Caming: Patina or Zinc
AN ENTRY DOOR IS MORE THAN JUST A DOOR.

It’s the focal point of your home and an expression of your own distinctive taste and style.
If you want the view and nothing but the view, Clear Glass is your answer. It is an option that works equally well from your entry door to your patio door.

- Available in many shapes and sizes to complement any home style
- Rain glass option offers a high level of privacy for your home
- Available with Low-E glass option
Simulated divided lites (SDL) add architectural interest to your home and are designed to coordinate with popular window patterns. SDL doors capture the elegance of traditional divided lites, with added energy performance.

- Available on Timbergrain fiberglass doors
- Choose from traditional or prairie style configurations; other configurations available by request
- Ovolo-like profile bars on raised panel doors, flat profile bars on Fir craftsman style doors
- Select from clear doorglass or Perspectives Collection Rain glass for added privacy
- 7/8" wide mill finish spacer bar, to match glass spacer
INTERNAL GRILLES

Add a bold look to your home with grille patterns in your entry or patio doors, sidelites and transoms. Choose from numerous patterns to fit your home’s architectural style.

- 5/8” wide muntin bars are installed between two panes of insulating glass
- Easy to clean
- White muntin bars are standard; other bar colors are available by request
- Choose from traditional or prairie style configurations; other configurations available by request
- Available with Low-E glass option
Arts & Crafts grilles’ simple three and four light patterns are available for doors and sidelites.

- 5/8” internal grille
- Low-E glass to maximum energy efficiency
- Available in White

Complement the architectural style of your home or express your appreciation for a natural approach to design.
ENCLOSED BLINDS

Fully enclosed blinds give you a maintenance-free option for controlling levels of doorglass privacy. A single fingertip control lets you raise, lower or tilt the blinds.

- Available in White, Tan or Satin Gray
- Privacy channels on each side eliminate light gaps when blinds are closed – no street light shadows or sunlight glare
- Uniform color in components provide a clean aesthetic look
- Available with Low-E glass option
ENCLOSED BLINDS WITH INTERNAL GRILLES

This energy efficient glass offers privacy and light control, and the charm of contoured door grilles. The triple-glazed glass suppresses traffic sounds and other unwelcome noises.

- You control the amount of privacy and light coming into your home with a fingertip control – raise, lower, and tilt the blind
- Triple-glazed design reduces heat transmission by up to 28%
- Available in White
- Glass frame is paintable only
- Available with Low-E glass option
VENT LITES

Use vented doors for a boost of fresh air in workshops, garages, or your home. Ten adjustments allow you to control the flow of air.

- Durable UV-resistant molded frame
- Removable screen for easy cleaning
- Glass frame is White and is not paintable or stainable
- Select from clear doorglass or Perspectives Collection Rain glass
- Available with Low-E glass option
Transoms allow extra light into the entryway and are available in several different shapes: rectangle, half circle, and elliptical. The transoms are a direct-set profile with Low-E glass as standard.

- Decorative Glass (rectangular shape, available in select styles)
- No Grille
- Internal Grilles
- Wood Removable Grilles
CUSTOM glass

A spectrum of custom glass capabilities are available for your exterior door. From concept to creation, you have the option to design your own signature doorglass.

- Choose your caming finishes
- Modify the finish, glass color, or opacity level
- Add design features into an existing design
- Create your own unique design

CAMING FINISHES

The metal work that joins glass is an element of most designs. Look for designs with caming options that coordinate with your door hardware, light fixtures or interior furnishings.

- WROUGHT IRON
- BRONZE VEIN
- NICKEL VEIN
- OIL-RUBBED BRONZE
- Brass
- ANTIQUE BRASS
- PATINA
- BLACK CHROME
- NICKEL
- SATIN NICKEL
The beauty of handcrafted glass is that every piece is different, offering you aesthetic elements and various privacy levels. Choose from our standard decorative glass collections (shown on pages 29-54) to accent the unique architectural style and décor of your home.

Or, if your home requires a different design you may specify any doorglass offered by ODL®. These non-standard collections are available by special order. A few doorglass options are shown on this page or visit odl.com to see more.
CHOOSE A FINISH & COLOR

A beautiful entrance creates a dramatic first impression. Choose from over 70 factory-applied finish options to coordinate with your home’s exterior and interior design.

STAIN FINISH

Stainable steel and textured fiberglass exterior doors are the perfect solution for achieving the richness and beauty of wood without the maintenance.

Our factory applied stain finishes are hand applied by skilled craftspeople and receive a clear topcoat for added UV protection and durability. The embossed grain pattern is enhanced through the staining process.

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow. Stain swatches above are shown on Stainable Steel.
**PAINT FINISH**

Our innovative pre-finish and application process help to ensure your doors maintain that beautiful appearance for years to come.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>57</th>
<th>86 WHITE</th>
<th>56</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>85 CAMEO</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>87 TAN</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88 DESERT TAN</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36 BRONZE</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>83 BRICK RED</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 WESTERN ADOBE</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41 CRAFTSMAN BRONZE</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>84 HARTFORD GREEN</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>82 JET BLACK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CUSTOM COLOR**  
Fall in love with your home again. You are an out-of-the-box kind of thinker and we want you to have the freedom to do so. Get inspired and choose the right color for you.

**NOTE:** Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow; refer to the color fan deck for accurate color. Fiberglass doors are available with select colors; refer to the color fan deck for more information. Custom paint colors available by request. Standard Titan clad colors are noted with a color name; all above colors are available as custom clad colors.
CHOOSE YOUR FRAME TYPE

Protect your home with durable, low-maintenance door frames that will provide you with years of rot-free and worry-free performance. Enhance your look with various trim profile options.

DURA-FRAME™ JAMB
- Primed wood jamb with Alaskan Yellow Cypress finger-jointed to the ends; making it resistant to rot and insects
- Superior construction for long-lasting durability
- One-piece design, up to 12" depth, with no unsightly jamb extensions
- Superior paint and stain adhesion
- Limited lifetime warranty

DURA-TECH™ JAMB
- Durable PVC bonded to the Dura-Frame jamb; a rot-resistant substrate with a lifetime warranty
- White (paintable), or tan woodgrain (stainable)
- Includes matching brickmould
- Combines the strength of wood with the low maintenance benefits of PVC components
- Available on inswing units, with 4-9/16" or 6-9/16" jamb

DURA-TECH FX™ JAMB
- A durable, UV-resistant film bonded to a Dura-Tech jamb
- Built on Dura-Frame; a rot-resistant substrate with a lifetime warranty
- Colors match Trugrain™ doors
- No finishing required
- Protects against heat build up
- Allows for easy cleaning

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.
**STEEL FRAME**
- For residential and light commercial applications
- Easy installation; accommodates varying wall thicknesses
- Can be installed after walls and flooring are finished
- 90-minute fire rating
- ADA/low profile sill included
- White frame is paintable after installation
- Optional steel casing available

**TITAN CLAD FRAME**
- Enhance the curb appeal of your home with durable, low maintenance clad door frames
- Durable .092” thick extruded aluminum cladding
- Built on Dura-Frame; a rot-resistant substrate with a lifetime warranty
- Powder-coated finish provides exceptional color retention
- Nailing fin provides secure installation
- Trim options are designed to offer architectural aesthetics similar to wood: Brickmould Nosing (a), Narrowline Nosing (b), Flat Casing (c), Accessory Brickmould (d), Cap (e), Outswing Clad (f), Remodeler Clad (g)

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.

---

**Colors Available:**
- 86 WHITE
- 85 CAMEO
- 87 TAN
- 88 DESERT TAN
- 36 BRONZE
- 83 BRICK RED
- 89 WESTERN ADOBE
- 41 CRAFTSMAN BRONZE
- 84 HARTFORD GREEN
- 82 JET BLACK

**Clad frame with brickmould nose and nail fin**
SELECT YOUR HARDWARE

Your front door is more than just a secured entrance, it’s also a showpiece – one of the first things a guest sees. Our handle selections and hardware finishes provide your home’s style with just the right touch.

TRILENNIUM® MULTI-POINT LOCKING SYSTEM

RELIABLE SECURITY
Operating as one, all three bolts engage when the door is closed. One movement of the thumbturn or key activates all three deadbolts. When activated, each bolt becomes a deadbolt that cannot be compromised.

PEACE OF MIND
Delivers the strength of one solid locking unit combined with the protection of three deadbolts.

PANIC RELEASE
A single downward turn of the interior handle releases all three deadbolts.

FORGIVING WHEN INSTALLED
You can’t control the rough opening, or what happens over time. Trilennium can correct door misalignment up to 3/16”, so it works when others don’t.
FINISHES

- Bright Brass
- Antique Brass
- Satin Nickel
- Matte Black
- Bright Chrome
- Aged Bronze

DEADBOLTS

- Camelot Deadbolt
- Century Deadbolt
- Addison Deadbolt

LOCKS

- Keyed or non-keyed

- Accent Lever
- Latitude Lever
- Georgian Knob

- Accent Lever, Camelot Trim
- Latitude Lever, Century Trim
- Latitude Lever, Addison Trim

SCHLAGE TOUCH™

- Camelot Handleset & Accent Inside Lever
- Century Handleset & Latitude Inside Lever
- Addison Handleset & Latitude Inside Lever
- Plymouth Handleset

INSIDE TRIM OPTIONS

- Pair with any handleset

- Latitude Lever
- Accent Lever
- Georgian Knob

SCHLAGE TOUCH™ WITH HANDLESET

- Camelot Keyless Touchscreen Deadbolt
- Century Keyless Touchscreen Deadbolt
- Pair with Camelot Touchscreen deadbolt
- Pair with Century Touchscreen deadbolt
- Pair with any Touchscreen deadbolt

NOTE: Noted finishes may not be available on all lock hardware. Additional finish and handle options available by request. Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow. Images not to scale.
CHOOSE A HINGE FINISH

Choose a hinge finish that complements the design of your door and surrounding décor. The color of your hinges should be in the same tone as your hardware, to allow them to blend in, rather than stand out.

FEATURES

• 4" x 4" ball-bearing hinges with 5/8" radius corners
• Provides a smoother and easier door swing
• Solves door squeaking and eliminates grinding dust
• T-nuts are used on all wood jambs to prevent hinge screws from stripping

NOTE: Colors shown are as accurate as printing technologies allow.
ADD A STORM DOOR

Storm doors are the perfect way to accentuate an entry door. Add a storm door to help insulate or ventilate your home and provide an extra measure of security. Choose from easy vent and full view styles, both featuring Low-E glass.

ADVANTAGES OF A STORM DOOR

- Allows for increased airflow and increased natural light in your home
- Helps to protect your entry door from the elements and burglars
- Adds curbside appeal and value to your home
- Increases energy efficiency by adding another layer of insulation to your door way
- Self closers prevent the door from slamming or being blown open by heavy winds

DOOR STYLES

- FULL VIEW
- EASY VENT

DOOR COLORS

- WHITE
- CAMEO
- DESERT TAN
- CRAFTSMAN BRONZE
- HARTFORD GREEN
- JET BLACK

HANDLE FINISHES

- BRUSHED NICKEL
- BRASS
- AGED BRONZE
- ANTIQUE BRASS
- WHITE
- SANDSTONE
- BROWN

VENTILATE YOUR HOME

FULL VIEW STYLE – Interchangeable screen included for seasonal ventilation.

EASY VENT STYLE – The retractable Screen Away® design converts your storm door to a screen door instantly and discreetly rolls up and hides when not in use.
The beauty of the home IS IN ITS DETAILS.

Our attention to detail brings value to your home, at installation and beyond.
Our easy-to-use online configurator makes the quoting and ordering process fast and accurate.

Ask for a QUOTE today.
In addition to entry doors, we offer other quality products to beautify a home and fulfill your new construction needs. Whether it’s vinyl siding, entry doors, soffit or trim, you can rest comfortably knowing you’ve finished your project with performance products that are among the best the industry has to offer.